
QUICK & EASY CLOUDSUsing Symbolism Tools

1.

Starting with an RGB 
document…

Ellipse Tool:

ShiftDrag a circle.

Stroke of none;
default linear grad, 

set to 270°.

Effect>Stylize>
Feather.

Effect>Stylize>
Drop Shadow.

2.

Drag the object and 
drop it into the 
Symbols Palette.

Symbol Sprayer:
Spray to create a 

Symbol Set.

3.

Symbol Sizer:
Spray to randomly 
resize the blobs.

Press Alt to reduce.

4.

Symbol Shifter:
drag the blobs around 

to taste.

You want to end up 
with a cluster with a 
realtively flat bottom, 

and most of the 
largest blobs toward 

the top.

5.

When finsihed with 
the Symbolism Tools, 

from the Symbol 
Palette’s Flyout Menu, 

select
Break Link To Symbol.

Object>Ungroup.

Now you have a 
ordinary individual 

objects.

6.

With all the blobs still 
selected,

Effect>
Distort & Transform>

Roughen.

Turn on the Preview 
checkbox. Set Points 
to Smooth and apply 
subtle amounts to the 

Size and Detail 
sliders. You’re just 

wanting to impose a 
little randomness to 

the shapes.

7.

Object>Transform>
Transform Each:

Turn on the Preview 
checkbox.

Turn on the Random 
checkbox. This will 

cause the values you 
specify to work as 
ranges of different 

values applied 
randomly to the 

individual objects.

Drag the Horizontal 
Scale slider to 200%.

8.

Draw a rectangle with 
a linear grad fill 
behind the whole 

thing.

Of course, feel free to 
do a little hand 
“touch up” by 

deleting, moving, or 
changing the stacking 

order of  any blobs 
that don’t look 

natural.
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